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Evolution of the isotropic-to-nematic phase transition in
octyloxycyanobiphenyl¿aerosil dispersions
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High-resolution ac calorimetry has been carried out on dispersions of aerosils in the liquid crystal octyloxy-
cyanobiphenyl~8OCB! as a function of aerosil concentration and temperature spanning the crystal to isotropic
phases. The liquid crystal 8OCB is elastically stiffer than the previously well studied octylcyanobiphenyl
~8CB!1aerosil system and so general quenched random-disorder effects and liquid crystal specific effects can
be distinguished. A double heat capacity feature is observed at the isotropic to nematic phase transition with an
aerosil independent overlap of the heat capacity wings far from the transition and having a nonmonotonic
variation of the transition temperature. A crossover between low and high aerosil density behavior is observed
for 8OCB1aerosil. These features are generally consistent with those on the 8CB1aerosil system. Differences
between these two systems in the magnitude of the transition temperature shifts, heat capacity suppression, and
crossover aerosil density between the two regimes of behavior indicate a liquid crystal specific effect. The low
aerosil density regime is apparently more orientationally disordered than the high aerosil density regime, which
is more translationally disordered. An interpretation of these results based on a temperature dependent disorder
strength is discussed. Finally, a detailed thermal hysteresis study has found that crystallization of a well
homogenized sample perturbs and increases the disorder for low aerosil density samples but does not influence
high-density samples.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.69.031703 PACS number~s!: 64.70.Md, 61.30.Eb, 65.40.Ba
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effect of quenched random disorder on phase st
ture and transitions is an important area of study that con
ues to attract a great deal of research. Disorder is ubiqui
~ideal pure transitions being the exception rather than
rule in nature! and the effect on phase transitions can
profound. Phase transitions are modified depending on
aspect of the system affected by the disorder, on the dim
sionality, and on the number of components to the or
parameter. Of particular interest is a linear coupling betw
quenched random disorder and the order parameter, w
allows for a random-field theoretical approach. Also, the
der of the transition is crucial as first-order transitions ha
additional considerations compared to continuous transitio
This is due to the presence of two-phase coexistence~hence
interfaces between ordered and disordered regions!, intrinsi-
cally finite correlation length at the transition, and hystere
effects for first order compared to continuous phase tra
tions. This has made the experimental and theoretical stu
of quenched random-disorder effects at first-order transiti
challenging.

Liquid crystals~LC! are a particularly attractive system
for the study of phase transitions into partially order
phases. This makes them especially interesting for the s
of the effects of quenched random disorder~QRD!, which
are typically introduced by the random fixed dispersion
solid surfaces. In LC1aerosil systems, the quenched rando
disorder is created by a dispersed gel of aerosil particles
is varied by changing the density of aerosils in the disp
sion. A convenient measure of the introduced disorder is
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grams of silica per cubic centemeter of liquid crystal, d
noted the conjugate silica densityrS , which is directly re-
lated to the surface area of solids as well as the mean
tance between solid surfaces@1,2#. The aerosils used ar
silica spheres that can hydrogen bond together to form
fractal-like random gel. Studies have previously been carr
out by various groups on liquid crystals in an aerogel m
dium @3#. Aerogels are self-supporting structures and t
places a lower limit on the disorder strength that can
probed. By contrast, the aerosil gel provides a weaker
more easily controlled perturbation, and thus opens u
physically interesting regime.

In this work, we study the effect of quenched rando
disorder due to a dispersed thixotropic aerosil gel on
weakly first-order isotropic to nematic (I -N) phase transi-
tion. The calorimetric results for the nematic to smecticA
phase transition in octyloxycyanobiphenyl 8OCB1aerosil
samples have been previously reported and were shown t
consistent with results in 8CB1aerosil samples@4#. At the
I -N transition, the orientational order has a finite correlati
length and is established in three dimensions, which is
scribable by a symmetric and traceless second-rank te
Qi j @5# ~as such, it possesses only five independent com
nents!. Thus, nematic order belongs, in principle, to ad
53, n55 Heisenberg class. However, by ignoring any bia
ial character and aligning the orientation axis with a princip
axis of a local frame, this tensor can be split into a sca
order parameterS measuring the magnitude of orientation
order about the orientation axis and a ‘‘headless’’ vec
called the nematic directorn̂ (n̂52n̂) describing the spatia
©2004 The American Physical Society03-1
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orientation of this axis. In this simplified view, nematic ord
is described on short length scales bySand on longer length
scales byn̂, which is useful in describing the elastic prope
ties of the nematic structure. These measures of nemati
der are related to the quadrupolar nematic order paramete
Qi j 5

1
2 S(3n̂i n̂ j2d i j ).

In principle, the effect of the aerosil gel network on th
orientational order of the nematic phase is twofold. The sil
gel first dilutes the liquid crystal and second creates a p
ferred local orientation@6,7#. In addition, the first-order tran
sition from the isotropic to the nematic phase necessitates
formation of interfaces between coexisting domains/pha
which must occur within the available void spaces. The la
effect is the classic result of quenched random disorde
distribution of transition temperatures due to the nucleat
of ordered domains within voids having some size distrib
tion. This leads to short-range order~SRO!, a rounding of the
transition, and suppression of the first-order character of
transition @8#. The contribution of a random preferred loc
orientation effect to the total Hamiltonian can be represen
as

Hr f 52(
i

g2~hi•n̂i !
2, ~1!

wheren̂i is the orientation of the molecules over some sm
region where the orientation is approximately constant anhi
is the random influence of the silica surface. The variance
this random field̂ h2& should be proportional to the densi
of solids dispersed in the LC medium. This term is squa
due to the effective inversion symmetry of the molecules
the nematic phase. Since the nematic order parameter is
dratic in n̂i due to the same inversion symmetry@5#, Eq. ~1!
is also linear in the order parameter and hence constitut
random-field ~RF! interaction. Recently, Eq.~1! has also
been interpreted as a random-anisotropy interaction@7# but
this seems only applicable to systems describable by a
vectorn53 order parameter. The formation of interfaces a
the resulting surface energy penalties places restriction
the effects of̂ h2& depending on the elasticity of the nemat
Light-scattering measurements have shown that the nem
phase in liquid crystal and aerosil dispersions breaks up
large ~micron size! but finite-size domains@9#. In addition,
more extensive optical studies focussing on the nature of
nematic director structure well below theI -N transition have
shown that the director correlation lengthj n̂ decays expo-
nentially with distance, which is a hallmark of short-ran
order@10,11#. These features are consistent with an RF in
action for nematics with QRD.

To date, the most thoroughly studied LC1aerosil system
is the dispersion of type-300 aerosil in octylcyanobiphe
~8CB!, denoted 8CB1aerosil. Detailed calorimetric
@1,12,13#, x-ray scattering@14,15#, x-ray intensity fluctuation
spectroscopy @16#, static and dynamic light scatterin
@9–11#, and deuterium nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR!
@17# studies on the nematic to smectic-A (N–Sm-A) and the
isotropic to nematic (I -N) phase transitions of this syste
have shown that there are clear quenched random-field c
acteristics as well as finite-size scaling effects@2#.
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Calorimetry measurements on 8CB1aerosil samples have
been particularly useful in yielding detailed information o
both the I -N and theN–Sm-A phase transitions@1#. The
results for both transitions show a complex dependence
the transition temperature on the aerosil density. While
N–Sm-A heat capacity peak remains sharp and evolves
wards three-dimensioanl~3D!-XY behavior with increasing
silica density, theI -N behavior is more complicated. Fo
silica densities belowrS;0.1 g cm23, two heat capacity
peaks, closely spaced in temperature, were observed
higher aerosil densities, the heat capacity peaks for both
I -N and theN–Sm-A transitions displayed a highly smeare
and nonsingular features. Deuterium NMR~DNMR! mea-
surements on deuterated 8CB1aerosil dispersions, which
were carried out over a wide range of silica densiti
showed that the magnitude of the orientational orderSbelow
the I -N transition temperature was essentially unchang
from bulk behavior@17#. The amount of liquid crystal reori-
entation for field-cooled samples upon rotation within t
DNMR field is small and decreases continuously with sili
density up torS50.094 g cm23 ~the units will be dropped
hereafter! confirming distinct low and highrS behavior. An
x-ray intensity fluctuation spectroscopy~XIFS! study have
found evidence of aerosil gel dynamics in 8CB1aerosil dis-
persions indicating an elastic coupling between the gel
LC @16#. The optical, calorimetric, DNMR, and XIFS resul
all appear to be consistent with a model in which direc
fluctuations are suppressed with increasing aerosil densi

The present work focusses on a different liquid crysta
8OCB—having dispersed in it the same type of aerosil o
a comparable range of silica densities as the well-stud
8CB1aerosil system. This liquid crystal has several imp
tant differences from the closely related 8CB. The liqu
crystal 8OCB has stronger smectic and nematic interact
than 8CB as evidenced by the higher transition temperatu
the larger bare correlation lengths for smectic interactio
@18#, and the larger elastic constants. More specifica
8OCB has a 17% larger bend, 36% larger twist, and 1
larger splay nematic elastic constants than 8CB~in the single
elastic constant approximation, 8OCB has a'20% greater
KN than 8CB with an overall uncertainty of 5%! @19#. Thus,
comparison of behaviors between 8CB1aerosil and 8OCB
1aerosil systems allow for the isolation of general QRD
fects from material specific effects, in this case the elastic
of the liquid-crystal host medium.

In general, this work reveals a nonmonotonic silica de
sity dependence of theI -N andN–Sm-A transition tempera-
tures similar to that observed for 8CB1aerosil but occurring
over a largerrS range for 8OCB1aerosil. The calorimetric
results presented here for theI -N transition reveal the onse
of a double transition peak forrS.0.1 with arS dependence
on the temperature distance between the two heat cap
peaks. Evidence is presented that the first-order characte
the I -N transition continuously decreases with silica conte
becoming approximately zero forrS*0.7. Over the entire
range ofrS studied here, the heat capacity temperature
pendence away from the immediate vicinity of the transiti
region is bulklike and independent of silica content.
3-2
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EVOLUTION OF THE ISOTROPIC-TO-NEMATIC PHASE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 031703 ~2004!
We speculate that the variance of the disorder^h2& may
change through a first-order transition for nematics to
count for these observations. Such a variation of the diso
strength may be due to the silica surfaces introducing a l
order, paranematiclike, boundary layer initially screening
remaining liquid crystal material. The thickness of th
boundary layer is strongly temperature dependent in the
mediate vicinity of theI -N transition and as it shrinks, th
screening becomes weaker.

Section II describes the preparation of the 8OCB1aerosil
dispersions as well as the ac-calorimetry technique
ployed. Given in Sec. III is a presentation of the results.
results are then discussed in Sec. IV and related to res
from previous LC1aerosil studies. Directions for futur
study will also be discussed.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The liquid crystal 8OCB, purchased from Aldrich, wa
used after degassing in the isotropic phase for 1 h. This
uid crystal molecule has an aliphatic tail attached by an o
gen link to the rigid biphenyl core and a polar cyano he
group (Mw5307.44 g mol21). This oxygen link constitutes
the sole molecular difference between 8OCB and 8CB. P
8OCB has a weakly first-order isotropic to nematic transit
at TI -N

o ;353 K and a second-order nematic to smecticA
transition at TN-A

o ;340 K. At lower temperatures, th
strongly first-order crystal–Sm-A transition occurs reproduc
ibly on heating atTCr-A

o ;328 K and, as usual, can be grea
supercooled.

The hydrophilic type-300 aerosil obtained from Degus
@20# was thoroughly dried at;300 °C under vacuum for a
couple of hours prior to use. The hydrophilic nature of t
aerosils arises from the hydroxyl groups covering the surf
and allows the aerosil particles to hydrogen bond to e
other. This type of bonding is weak and can be broken
reformed, which leads to the thixotropic nature of ge
formed by aerosils in an organic solvent. Crystallization
verely disrupts the gel. The specific surface area measure
the manufacturer via Brunauen-Emmett-Teller nitrogen i
therms is 300 m2 g21 and each aerosil sphere is roughly
nm in diameter. However, small-angle x-ray scatter
~SAXS! studies have shown that the basic aerosil unit c
sists of a few of these spheres fused together during
manufacturing process@1#. Each 8OCB1aerosil sample was
created by mixing appropriate quantities of liquid crystal a
aerosil together, then dissolving the resulting mixture
spectroscopic grade~low water content! acetone. The result
ing solution was then dispersed using an ultrasonic bath
about 1 h. As the acetone evaporates from the mixtur
fractal-like gel forms through diffusion-limited aggregatio
Small-angle x-ray studies have shown that the aerosil
dispersion has a fractal structure and no preferred orienta
@1# on the micron-long length scales of nematic order@10#.

At room temperature, 8OCB is a crystalline solid even
the presence of high aerosil density. Care was taken to a
crystallization of 8OCB and possible damage to the aer
gel, especially for low silica densities. For this calorime
study, the mixture after slow solvent evaporation was
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lowed to crystallize, and the solid sample was transfer
into the calorimetry cell. The cell was then sealed, the he
and thermometer attached, and the cell was heated into
isotropic phase. The sample was then remixed by placing
assembly in an ultrasonic bath for over 1 h. The cell a
sample temperature was kept elevated during the moun
of the sealed cell into the calorimeter by maintaining curr
through the heater. This sample preparation protocol also
lows a controlled entry into the crystal phase. However, si
the cell is sealed, thein situ remix could not be inspected an
so some small dispersion inhomogeneity may remain.

High-resolution ac calorimetry was performed using tw
homebuilt calorimeters at WPI. The sample cell consisted
a silver crimped-sealed envelope;10 mm long,;5 mm
wide, and;0.5 mm thick~closely matching the dimension
of the heater!. After the sample was introduced into a ce
having an attached 120-V strain-gauge heater and 1-MV
carbon-flake thermistor, a constant current was placed ac
the heater to maintain the cell temperature well aboveTI -N .
The filled cell was then placed in an ultrasonic bath to rem
the sample. After remixing, the cell was mounted in the ca
rimeter, the details of which have been described elsewh
@21#. In the ac mode, power is input to the cell asPace

ivt

resulting in temperature oscillations with amplitudeTac and
a relative phase shift ofw[F1p/2, whereF is the absolute
phase shift betweenTac(v) and the input power. Defining
C* 5Pac /vuTacu, the specific heat at a heating frequencyv
is given by

Cp5
@Cfilled8 2Cempty#

msample
5

C* cos~w! f ~v!2Cempty

msample
, ~2!

Cfilled9 5C* sin~w!g~w!2
1

vRe
, ~3!

where Cfilled8 and Cfilled9 are the real and imaginary compo
nents of the heat capacity,Cempty is the heat capacity of the
cell and silica,msample is the mass in grams of the liqui
crystal~the total mass of the 8OCB1aerosil sample was;20
mg, which yieldedmsamplevalues in the range of 13220 mg!,
andRe is the external thermal resistance between the cell
the bath~here,;200 K W21). The functionsf (v)'g(v)
'1 are small correction factors to account for the no
negligible internal thermal resistanceRi of the sample and
cell compared toRe . These corrections were applied to a
samples studied here@22#. Several frequency scans were pe
formed in order to ensure the applicability of Eqs.~2! and~3!
and to chose an operatingv such thatCp was independent o
frequency. All data presented here were taken atv
50.1473 s21 at a scanning rate of less than6100 mK h21,
which yield essentially staticCp results @23#. All 8OCB
1aerosil samples experienced the same thermal history
mounting; 6 h in the isotropic phase to ensure homogene
gelation, then a slow cool deep into the smectic phase be
beginning the first detailed scan upon heating followed b
detailed scan on cooling. The results from the cooling sc
are completely consistent with those from heating and
only the heating scan results are shown in detail.
3-3
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TABLE I. Summary of the calorimetric results for 8OCB1aerosil samples averaged from the heating and cooling scans. The sa
density (rS in g of aerosil per cm3 of 8OCB! as well as theI -N/(TI -N) and theN–Sm-A (T* ) phase transition temperatures, the nema
range (DTN5TI -N2T* ), the width of theI -N coexistence region (dTI -N), and the difference in temperature between the twoDCp(IN)
peaks (dT2p) all in kelvins are shown. TheI -N transition ac-enthalpy (dHI -N* ) and the integrated imaginary specific heat (dHI -N9 ) in J g21

are also tabulated. The quoted error represent the maximum range of reproducibility from measurements at the samerS but from different
sample batches.

rS TI -N T* DTN dTI -N dT2p dHI -N* dHI -N9

0 352.4760.10 339.5260.34 12.95 0.10 6.5760.66 0.25
0.036 352.5660.18 339.6460.34 12.92 0.11 6.6960.67 0.19
0.051 352.7560.25 340.2260.61 12.56 0.32 7.1760.72 0.24
0.078 351.0360.18 338.6160.34 12.42 0.27 6.8860.69 0.10
0.105 351.0260.25 338.5160.68 12.51 0.18 7.0360.70 0.12
0.220 351.1660.17 338.6160.34 12.55 0.27 0.09 7.0860.71 0.12
0.347 352.3060.18 338.8560.34 13.45 0.46 0.11 6.9660.70 0.08
0.489 352.1760.18 338.0560.68 14.12 0.70 0.22 6.7760.68 0.04
0.647 351.0960.25 337.3060.92 13.79 1.20 0.54 6.2260.62 0.01
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III. RESULTS

A. General description

The heat capacity of the pure 8OCB liquid crystal is
good agreement with previously published results@24,25#.
For our pure 8OCB material the transition temperatures w
TI -N

o 5352.53 K andTN-A
o 5339.52 K. TheI -N two-phase

coexistence width was'95 mK wide, and theN–Sm-A
transition enthalpy wasdHN-A

o 50.42 J g21. These thermal
features indicate that the 8OCB liquid crystal used in t
study was of reasonably good quality. A summary of t
calorimetric results for pure 8OCB and 8OCB1aerosil
samples is given in Table I. Measurements were repeate
order to test the remixing procedure at severalrS on samples
from different mixture batches and the quoted errors rep
sent the maximum variation observed. This uncertainty
approximately two orders of magnitude larger than the a
ity to experimentally determine the temperature position o
specific heat feature.

In order to determine the excess heat capacity assoc
with the phase transitions, an appropriate background
subtracted. The total sample heat capacity over a wide t
perature range had a linear background,Cp

background, sub-
tracted to yield

DCp5Cp2Cp
background ~4!

as the excessCp due to theI -N andN–Sm-A phase transi-
tions. The resultingDCp data are shown for pure 8OCB an
all 8OCB1aerosil samples in Fig. 1 over a wide temperatu
range aboutTI -N , where the units are J K21 per gram of
liquid crystal. The transition temperatureTI -N is determined
as the highest temperature where any nematic phas
present and corresponds to the highest temperature pe
Cf illed9 @26#.

As seen in Fig. 1, theDCp values away from theN–Sm-
A transition and theI 1N coexistence regions overlap wit
bulk behavior independent of silica concentration. The
tailed variations ofDCp associated with theN–Sm-A tran-
sition with rS has been reported previously@4#. The devia-
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tions of some of therS50.05 points in the nematic phase
likely a consequence of sample inhomogeneity. TheDCp
‘‘wings’’ of the I -N transition are associated with short-ran
fluctuations of nematic order. Given the simplification of t
nematic order parameter, the short-range fluctuations in b
nematics are mainly composed of thermal fluctuations of
scalar partS. For the 8OCB1aerosil system, the temperatu
dependence ofDCp(IN) being independent ofrS suggests
that thermal fluctuations ofS are independent of disorde
over the whole range ofrS studied in this work. The
DCp(IN) wing behavior shown here for 8OCB1aerosil is
completely consistent with similar results for 8CB1aerosil
@1# and low-density 8CB1aerogel samples@27#.

In stark contrast to the behavior ofDCp in the one-phase
regions, the two-phase coexistence region of theI -N transi-

FIG. 1. Excess specific heatDCp obtained on heating as a func
tion of temperature aboutTI -N for bulk 8OCB and 8OCB1aerosil
samples fromrS50.036 to 0.647 g of silica per cm3 of liquid
crystal. See figure inset for definition of symbols. The vertic
dashed lines indicate theI -N transition region expanded in Fig. 2
3-4
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EVOLUTION OF THE ISOTROPIC-TO-NEMATIC PHASE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 031703 ~2004!
tion exhibits strong effects of silica concentration, as sho
in Fig. 2. From 1 K below to 0.4 K aboveTI -N , the
DCp(IN) peaks for the pure 8OCB and therS50.036
sample are essentially the same@28#. Upon increasing silica
density, the peak inDCp(IN) is substantially lower in tem-
perature relative to the peak inCf illed9 and considerably
broader than for the bulk or therS50.036 sample. See th
upper panel in Fig. 2. In addition, there is a small and v
broad shoulder below the main specific heat peak, also s
in bulk, which moves toward the main peak with increasi
rS . The nature of this subsidiary feature is not known. It
likely, given the similarity of the materials used here with t
8CB1aerosil system, that the percolation threshold for ty
300 aerosil in 8OCB is essentially the same atrP'0.018@1#
and so a true gel should be present for all samples studie
this work. This is supported by a visual inspection of the
samples holding their shape above the crystal melting t
perature. TheI -N transition regions shown in Fig. 2 forrS
&0.1 appear to be quite sensitive to small inhomogenei
in the silica gel dispersion and so are grouped toget
Given the dominance of a large, broad, specific heat p

FIG. 2. Expanded view of the excess specific heat about theI -N
transition as a function of temperature~all data obtained on heat
ing!. See figure insets for definition of symbols. The samples h
been separated into two groups; the upper panel appears to ind
inhomogeneity induced broadening for samples withrS&0.1; the
lower panel depicts the evolution ofDCp for rS.0.1 and shows
two distinct features, one sharp and one broad feature consi
with those seen in 8CB1aerosil systems@1#. The upper panel has
twice they-axis range and half thex-axis range as the lower pane
thus both panels depict the same area in J g21 units.
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and relatively erratic transition temperature shifts, discus
below, the effect of the silica gel on theI -N phase transition
is strongly dependent on the quality of the dispersion.

Beginning with therS50.22 sample and for increasin
silica content there is a systematic variation of the exc
heat capacity, which is shown by the lower panel in Fig.
At rS50.22, a double heat capacity feature is observed w
a sharp high-temperature peakDCp

HT corresponding closely
to ~but very slightly below! a sharp peak inCf illed9 , followed
at lower temperature by a broader peakDCp

LT also having an
associated broad peak inCf illed9 . Clearly, both are first-orde
signatures and they are separated by'0.1 K. For therS

50.347 and 0.489 samples, theDCp
HT feature remains sharp

but decreases in magnitude while theDCp
LT feature becomes

increasingly rounded and moves to lower temperature r
tive to DCp

HT by 0.15 and 0.2 K, respectively. For therS

50.647 sample, both heat capacity features are rounded
separated now by;0.5 K. Over this entire range of silica
density, the size of theCfilled9 peak decreased monotonical
with increasingrS . Such a doubleI -N heat capacity feature
was observed in 8CB1aerosil samples for silica concentra
tions up torS'0.1, but DCp exhibited a single, rounded
feature above this density@1#. Only a single rounded
DCp(I -N) feature was observed for all 8CB1aerogel
samples@27#.

B. The I -N transition enthalpies

The I -N transition enthalpy also exhibits a dependence
aerosil concentration and can be a quantitative measur
the strength of the transition. For a second-order~or continu-
ous! phase transition, the change in enthalpy through
transition is given by

dH5E DCpdT, ~5!

where the limits of integration are as wide as possible ab
the heat capacity peak. However, for first-order transitio
the situation is complicated by the presence of a two-ph
coexistence region, in this workI 1N, as well as a latent hea
DH. The total enthalpy change through a first-order tran
tion is the sum of the pretransitional enthalpy and the lat
heat. In an ac-calorimetric measurement,DCp values ob-
served in the two-phase region are artificially high and f
quency dependent due to partial phase conversion durin
Tac cycle. The pretransitional enthalpydH is typically ob-
tained by substituting a linearly truncatedDCp behavior be-
tween the bounding points of the two-phase coexistence
gion into Eq.~5!, and an independent experiment is requir
to determine the latent heatDH @1#. A direct integration of
the observedDCp yields an effective transition enthalp
dH* and this contains some of the latent heat contributio
thusdH,dH* ,DHtotal5dH1DH. The uncertainty in de-
termining the transition enthalpy from an ac-calorimet
measurement is typically 10%.

For our analysis, the observedDCp(I -N) was directly
integrated over a wide temperature range of225 K below to
15 K aboveTI -N for all bulk and 8OCB1aerosil samples
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where theN–Sm-A transition enthalpy contribution was sub
tracted. This will be referred to hereafter as the ac-entha
and denoted asdHI -N* , as it represents only a part of the tot
transition enthalpy. As seen in Fig. 1, an integration o
linearly truncatedDCp(I -N) in the two-phase coexistenc
region over a similar range yields a pretransitional entha
dHI -N55.13 J g21 that is independent of aerosil density. I
tegration over a similar temperature range yielded a pret
sitionaldHI -N value of 5.43 J g21 for 8CB1aerosil samples
also independent of silica density@1#. In addition, the inte-
gration of the imaginary heat capacity given by Eq.~3! and
normalized to the LC mass, defines an imaginary transi
enthalpy, referred to as im-enthalpy and denoted asdHI -N9 ,
which is an indicator of the first-order character of the tra
sition. AlthoughdHI -N9 is a measure of the dispersive com
ponent of the complex enthalpy, it is only approximate
proportional to the transition latent heat due to the fixed-v ac
technique employed in this work. As the silica conte
changes, the two-phase conversion rate may change an
alter the proportionality betweendHI -N9 and DHI -N ; thus a
detailed frequency scan for each sample would be neede
fully characterize the relationship. This was done for a f
samples and the frequency employed in this work is su
ciently close to the static limit that this effect should be mi
mal.

The results of both the ac- and im-enthalpy for 8OC
1aerosil samples are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of
silica density. There is a slight variation~first increasing for

FIG. 3. The real~solid symbol, left axis! and imaginary~open
symbol, right axis! I -N transition enthalpy are shown as a functio
of rS . The effective enthalpydHI -N* is weakly dependent on silica
content, indicating only minor changes to the latent heat conver
dynamics occur relative to the ac frequencies employed in
work. The monotonic decrease in the imaginary component is
dence that the first-order character of theI -N transition decrease
with increasing quenched disorder. Solid lines are guides to the
while the horizontal dotted line represents the total pretransitio
enthalpydHI -N55.13 J g21, which is independent ofrS . See text
for details.
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increasingrS up to 0.220 then decreasing for largerrS) of
the ac-enthalpy due mainly to changes inDCp values within
the two-phase coexistence range since the heat cap
wings away from the transition arerS independent~except
for rS50.051, which is systematically high forT2TI -N
from 23 K to 210 K!. Given the fixed-v aspect of the
technique, any variation observed in the ac-enthalpy in
two-phase region can be attributable to changes in either
dynamics or magnitude~or both! of the latent heat evolution
The small nonmonotonic variation ofdHI -N* for 8OCB
1aerosil samples is in contrast to the systematic decreas
dHI -N* with increasingrS for 8CB1aerosil samples. This
may reflect a difference in the phase conversion dynam
between 8CB and 8OCB and how they are modified by
presence of aerosils.

The interpretation of the im-enthalpy is more straightfo
ward as it is closely related to the latent heat of the transiti
With increasingrS , the im-enthalpy appears to monoton
cally decrease to almost zero forrS50.647, see Fig. 3. This
suggests that for the highestrS sample studied, theI -N la-
tent heat has become nearly zero. Similar trends were
served for 8CB1aerosil@1# where a continuousI -N transi-
tion is estimated to occur nearrS'0.8. Also, a nearly
continuousI -N transition was reported for 7CB1aerosil for
silica densities nearrS'1 as well as indications of a doubl
feature at theI -N transition for rS'0.1 @29#. The above
observations are consistent with the general view that w
increasing QRD, first-order transitions are driven continuo
@8#.

C. Transition temperatures and crystallization

The I -N transition temperature, defined here as the p
in Cf illed9 for the highest-temperature feature, for the 8OC
1aerosil samples as well as those for the 8CB1aerosil sys-
tem taken from Ref.@1# are shown in Fig. 4 as a function o
silica density. For the 8OCB1aerosil system,TI -N is essen-
tially unchanged up torS50.051 then decreases sharply b
;1.5 K atrS50.078, 0.105, and 0.220. It then rises strong
for rS50.347, nearly recovering the bulk value. Upon fu
ther increase inrS , TI -N decreases monotonically~with a
concave downward character! until it is again about;1.5 K
below TI -N

o for the rS50.647 sample. The nonmonoton
evolution of TI -N with silica content for the 8OCB1aerosil
system is similar to that seen in the 8CB1aerosil system,
suggesting that the initial depression ofTI -N , recovery, then
continued depression is a general phenomena of quen
random disorder on nematics while the specificrS depen-
dence is liquid crystal material dependent. Over this sa
range in silica density, the width of the two-phase coex
ence regiondTI -N also has a nonmonotonic dependence
rS , as seen in Table I. However,dTI -N is sensitive to local
inhomogeneities of the aerosil dispersion that may acco
for its variation whenrS,0.1. Beginning atrS50.105,
dTI -N increases monotonically by a factor of;6.7 whilerS
increases by a factor of;6. The observed broadening of th
two-phase coexistence width is nearly in direct proport
with increasing QRD and is generally consistent with t
behavior of first-order transitions with quenched disorder@8#.
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TheN–Sm-A pseudotransition temperaturesT* scaled by
the bulk transition temperatureTN-A

o for 8OCB1aerosil and
8CB1aerosil systems are shown in Fig. 5. The pattern
fractional changes inT* is essentially the same for bot
LC1aerosil systems with an initial rapid depression, rec
ery, then more gradual decrease with a total change of
than 1% fromTN-A

o . The primary difference with the 8CB
1aerosil system is that this behavior is ‘‘stretched’’ inrS for

FIG. 4. Dependence onrS of the I -N transition temperature
TI -N for 8OCB1aerosil ~solid circles and left axis,TI -N

o

5352.47 K) and 8CB1aerosil ~open circles and right axis,TI -N
o

5313.99 K) samples. Data for 8CB1aerosil samples taken from
Ref. @1#. Note that both the left and right axes span 3 K in tempera-
ture. The solid lines are guides to the eye.

FIG. 5. Dependence onrS of the pseudotransitionN–Sm-A
temperatureT* scaled by the bulk value for 8OCB1aerosil~solid
circles, TN-A

o 5339.52 K) and 8CB1aerosil ~open circles,TN-A
o

5306.97 K) samples. Data for 8CB1aerosil samples taken from
Ref. @1#. The solid lines are guides to the eye.
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the 8OCB1aerosil samples. This is consistent with the ev
lution of TI -N shown in Fig. 4 and described above.

The nematic phase temperature range,DTN5TI -N2T* ,
normalized by the bulk nematic rangeDTN

o 5TI -N
o 2TN-A

o , is
shown in Fig. 6. While the individual transition temperatu
changes reflect the absolute stability limit of the nematic a
smectic phases,DTN reflects the relative stability of both
phases. For 8CB1aerosil, a decrease of;1% in DTN was
seen up torS'0.1, corresponding to the the local maximu
of TI -N(rS) and T* (rS). This was originally thought to be
scatter in the data of Ref.@1#. For 8OCB1aerosil samples, a
similar and far more pronounced 4% decrease inDTN is
seen fromrS50.051 to 0.220. This decrease inDTN reflects
a greater depression ofTI -N thanT* and indicates that in this
range of silica density, the disorder primarily effects nema
~orientational! ordering. Upon further increasingrS , the
nematic range begins to increase and appears to saturate
8% increase similar to that seen in the 8CB1aerosil system.
This growth in the nematic range occurs because of
greater suppression ofT* relative toTI -N and so, reflects tha
aboverS*0.2, the effect of the silica gel is to mainly diso
der smectic~1D-translational! ordering.

The calorimetric results on theI -N transition temperature
described above suggest the importance of sample hom
neity. As a test of the fragility of the silica gel, heat capac
scans were performed on a low- and high-density 8O
1aerosil sample immediately before and after crystallizat
of the LC. Such a thermal cycle for therS50.051 sample is
shown in Fig. 7 and for therS50.220 sample in Fig. 8 as
function of DT5T2TI -N in order to suppress hysteresis e
fects of theI -N transition. The effect of crystallization on th
rS50.051 sample is striking, revealing significant distorti
of the DCp signature at both theI -N and N–Sm-A transi-
tions. The appearance of an additional broadDCp feature
beginning;0.9 K belowTI -N as well as a broadened featu

FIG. 6. The nematic phase temperature rangeDTN5TI -N2T*
scaled by the bulk value for 8OCB1aerosil ~solid circles,DTN

o

512.95 K) and 8CB1aerosil ~open circles, DTN
o 57.01 K)

samples. Data for 8CB1aerosil taken from Ref.@1#. The solid lines
are guides to the eye.
3-7
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over theN–Sm-A transition region after crystallization ma
indicate increased sample inhomogeneity, presumably ca
by the local expulsion of silica particles as LC crystallit
form. However, there are two puzzling aspects:~1! the shift
in TI -N is downwardby ;0.7 K and~2! the specific distor-
tion seen inDCp about T* reveals anincreased N-SmA
transition enthalpy. The first aspect is counterintuitive as
expulsion of impurities upon crystallization should ha
moved the system closer to bulk behavior by increasing
size of pure LC domains~regions where no silica is present!.
The second aspect is particularly puzzling as theN–Sm-A
transition enthalpy after crystallization surpasses theN–Sm-
A transition enthalpy forbulk 8OCB (DHN-A

before50.334,
DHN-A

after50.65, andDHN-A
bulk50.42 all given in units of J g21).

Visual inspection of the sample immediately after the fi
crystallization revealed no obvious inhomogeneities. A
cent Raman spectroscopy study of 8CB crystallizing withi
gel matrix provides evidence of new solid and semiso
phases at low temperature@30#. The additional enthalpy ob
served here could indicate new solid phases for 8O
1aerosil samples. These results are only observed upon
tial crystallization of a freshly dispersed 8OCB1aerosil
sample. Bulk 8OCB behavior is eventually approached u
repeated thermal cycling through the crystallization tran

FIG. 7. Behavior of theI -N andN–Sm-A excess specific hea
of the rS50.051 sample as a function of temperature relative
TI -N before~solid circles,TI -N5352.76 K) and after~open circles,
TI -N5352.07 K) sample crystallization. Both are heating sca
made under identical ac-calorimetry conditions. Note the exc
enthalpy for theN–Sm-A transition and the second feature near t
I -N transition as well as a;0.7 K shiftdownwardof TI -N observed
after crystallization. See text for details.
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tion. Clearly, at these low silica densities, the silica gel is,
least locally, quite fragile and short-range restructuring of
gel can strongly affect the liquid crystal.

The results of initial cycling through the crystallizatio
transition for therS50.220 sample shown in Fig. 8 do no
reveal any significant changes. Aside from a very sm
sharp, additional heat capacity feature at theN–Sm-A tran-
sition, theDCp curves are almost perfectly reproducible. T
shift in TI -N after the initial crystallization is small and up
ward by;0.2 K, as expected by the expulsion of impuritie
This indicates that for higher silica densities, the gel is rob
and well behaved. Note that there is no appreciable chang
the nematic range, as seen in both Figs. 7 and 8.

IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Results have been presented from high-resolution
calorimetric experiments on 8OCB1aerosil dispersions with
emphasis on the weakly first-orderI -N phase transition.
These results for 8OCB1aerosil dispersions have been com
pared with existing results for 8CB1aerosil dispersions@1,2#
and reveal new aspects of the effect of quenched rand
disorder on liquid crystal phase transitions. In particul
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s
ss

FIG. 8. Behavior of theI -N andN–Sm-A excess specific hea
of the rS50.220 sample as a function of temperature aboutTI -N

before ~solid circles, TI -N5351.02 K) and after~open circles,
TI -N5351.23 K) sample crystallization. The after scan used
same ac-input power but a faster temperature scan rate than the
before crystallization; both are heating scans. Note the nearly
fect reproducibility ofDCp with a TI -N shift upward of ;0.2 K
observed after crystallization. See text for details.
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these two LC1aerosil systems are very similar except for t
relative elasticity of the LC material. The material 8OCB
elastically stiffer, having an effective~single! nematic elastic
constantKN larger by approximately 20%, than 8CB, an
this is reflected by the higher transition temperatures for
nematic, smectic, and crystal phases. Thus, aspects tha
LC material dependent and those that are genera
quenched random disorder can be distinguished.

From the very good overlap of theDCp wings away from
the I -N two-phase coexistence region and from direct NM
studies on 8CB1aerosil @17# a general feature of LC
1aerosils is that the magnitude of the nematic orderS is
essentially the same as in the bulk LC. Thus, the main ef
of QRD is on the director structure with the elasticity of t
LC and the kinetics of the ordered phase growth as lik
important factors. This is supported by the differences s
between 8OCB1aerosil and 8CB1aerosil systems; in par
ticular, the differentrS dependence is likely connected to th
difference in elasticity for the two liquid crystals.

The effect of quenched random disorder on first-or
phase transitions is substantially different than that on c
tinuous phase transitions. First-order transitions have an
ditional energy penalty for the formation of interfaces b
tween coexisting phases, which complicates random-fi
type theoretical approaches. In the classical treatment,
developed by Imry and Wortis@8#, the QRD effect on first-
order transitions is that a quenched random-field creates
mains having a randomly shifted transition temperature. T
would have the effect of smearing the overall transition
monotonic decrease in the transition latent heat and temp
ture with increasing QRD, and a low-temperature phase p
sessing only short-range order for arbitrarily weak QR
These predictions are generally consistent with the beha
of nematic in aerogels@27#. For nematics in aerosils, th
transition latent heat appears to decrease and the width o
coexistence region to increase monotonically with increas
disorder as well as the transition becoming apparently c
tinuous for high disorder strength. These features are ge
ally consistent with the classical picture. However, the ch
acter of the transition and the nonmonotonic transit
temperature shifts do not appear to be consistent with
view. More strikingly, theI -N transition in aerosils in some
range of rS appears to proceed via two transitions. Th
could only occur in the classical view if a bimodal distrib
tion of the random-field variancêh2&, connected to a bimo
dal distribution inrS , is present. This is not supported b
SAXS studies, which revealed the fractal-like nature of
aerosil gel structure@1#, nor the behavior at theN–Sm-A
transition@1,31,32#. However, nematics are very ‘‘soft’’ ma
terials and the QRD imposed by aerosils appears to be m
weaker than that of aerogels, thus elasticity of the LC~and
possibly the gel! can play an important role.

In LC1aerosil systems,̂h2& is thought to depend on th
given concentration of silica and interaction with the L
whereas the LC elasticityKN is strongly temperature depen
dent ~being proportional toS2) near and belowTI -N . Since
the aerosil gel is thixotropic and formed in the isotrop
phase, any high energy strains or deformations that may e
are likely quickly annealed, the anisotropy of the gel sho
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be fixed and essentially zero, especially for rigid gel stru
tures such as aerogels. However, the disordering natur
the gels may evolve with thermal history of the LC in aero
gels. As seen by the result of cycling through crystallizati
presented here as well as the DNMR@17# and electro-optical
@10,11# studies, the gel can be compliant with respect to d
tortions in the director structure for a range of silica den
ties. Note that the quantityTI -N differs by at most 10% be-
tween 8CB and 8OCB thus the energy scales are sim
while the twist elastic constant differs by 36%.

The features described above suggests a possible phy
scenario for the origin of the doubleDCp feature at theI -N
~or any ‘‘soft’’ first-order @33#! transition in LC1aerosil sys-
tems. As the nematic elastic constant strongly increases
decreasing temperature forT&TI -N , a ‘‘skin’’ of low nem-
atic order~due to the undulations of the aerosil strands! may
coat the silica strands. The thickness of this paranem
boundary layer would be strongly temperature depend
shrinking with decreasingT below TI -N . The presence of
such a layer would serve to partially decouple the disord
ing ~or field! effect of the silica gel from the void nemati
~acting as a kind of ‘‘lubricant’’!. Once the layer thicknes
reaches its minimum value~roughly equivalent to a molecu
lar length! the elasticity of the void nematic become
strongly coupled to that of the aerosil gel. This would effe
tively increase, for a givenrS , the disorder strength.

A consequence of this speculation for a first-order tran
tion induced change in disorder strength~through the onset
of coupling between the director fluctuations and gel! would
be the alteration of the gel dynamics~i.e., vibrational
modes!. This would be consistent with large changes in t
relaxation times of aerosil gels observed by dynamic x-
studies on 8CB1aerosil nearTI -N @16#. In addition, this cou-
pling should dampen director fluctuations and could acco
for the variation in the critical behavior seen at theN–Sm-A
transition for LC1aerosil samples. Another consequence
this view is that the director correlation lengthj n̂ ~the rel-
evant aspect of nematic order! would jump to a large isotro-
pic value at the first transition and upon further cooling cro
a second transition into a more strongly disordered state h
ing a smaller correlation length. The isotropic nature ofj n̂
and the final SRO state of the nematic with QRD are con
tent with recent optical studies@11# and the detailed evolu
tion of j n̂ through the two transitions is the subject of curre
optical and calorimetric study@34#.

The different silica density dependence ofTI -N and the
temperature distance between the twoCp peaks (dT2p) be-
tween 8OCB1aerosil and 8CB1aerosil would also be con
sistent with the difference in the nematic elasticity of the tw
liquid crystals. A stiffer silica gel~higher rS) would be re-
quired to influence a stiffer LC, thereby stretching the shift
TI -N with respect torS as seen between the 8OCB1aerosil
and 8CB1aerosil systems. TherS dependence in the high
density regime ofdT2p for 8OCB1aerosil~see Table I! com-
pared to the nearly constantdT2p;0.1 K seen only in the
low-density regime of 8CB1aerosil@1# would be compatible
with a transition induced increase in the variance of the
disorder strength. The liquid-crystal 8CB being much sof
would only be able to stress a very weak~low rS) gel while
3-9
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the much stiffer 8OCB would be able to distort a wider ran
of gels. Since therS dependence of the critical behavior fo
theN–Sm-A transition is quite similar between 8CB1aerosil
and 8OCB1aerosil @4#, these observations suggest that t
effects observed at theI -N transition are not directly con
nected to those at theN–Sm-A.

Finally, the unexpected behavior of low silica dens
sample when initially cycled through the crystallization tra
sition is not fully understood. The expulsion of silica imp
rities by the strongly first-order crystallization transitio
seems to lead to amoredisordered system. One possibility
explain this phenomena is that the initial crystallizati
causes the expulsion of the silica particles locally and tra
forms the flexible fractal structure into a more rigid, foam
like, gel. The depression ofTI -N is then a consequence of th
greater elastic distortions imposed by the new gel arran
ment. Repeated cycling through crystallization would co
tinue to expel impurities, eventually destroying the foam-li
structure. Once the silica has been compacted sufficie
percolation is no longer possible and free-floating silica p
ke
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ticles would represent an annealed disorder. The gels for
in the high silica density samples are more robust and wo
not be expected to change significantly when the LC crys
lize. This view can be directly tested with a detailed stru
tural study by small-angle x-ray scattering where the therm
history is carefully controlled. The increase in the entha
of theN–Sm-A transition after the initial crystallization to a
value greater than the bulk LC value remains a puzzle. N
that the speculations presented here for the doubleI -N tran-
sition peaks and the unusual hysteresis behavior are inte
to motivate future experimental and theoretical studies.
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